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Attendees - Note:  This list of attendees is incomplete, please forward names of any attendees who do not 
appear here, or corrections about spelling and affiliation of those who do – Beth McCann – 
elizabeth.mccann@state.ma.us 
 
Committee Chairs:  Jack Buckley, MADFW; Anne Carroll, MADCR; Glenn Haas, MADEP  
Committee Members: Ralph Abele, USEPA; Colin Apse, Nature Conservancy; Kathy Baskin, EOEEA; Sue 
Beede, Mass Rivers Alliance; Tom Cambareri, Cape Cod Commission; Mike Domenica, CH2M Hill; Nathan 
Henderson, AECOM; Eric Hooper, Town of Sharon; Linda Hutchins, MADCR; David Kaplan, City of 
Cambridge; John Kastrinos, Haley & Aldrich; Kerry Mackin, Ipswich River Watershed Assoc.; Cary Parsons, 
Woodard & Curran; Nigel Pickering, Charles River Watershed Association; Vandana Rao, EOEEA; Jesse 
Schwalbaum, Watershed Hydrogeologic; Mark S. Tisa, MADFG; Viki Zoltay, ABT Assoc.; Peter Weiskel, US 
Geological Survey; Brian Wick, Cape Cod Cranberry Growers Assoc. 
Other Attendees:  Alison Bowden, TNC; Karen Crocker, MADEP; Rebecca Cutting, MADEP; Jeff Davis, 
McDonough Institute; Richard Friend, MADEP; Bruce Hansen, MADCR; Margaret Kearns, MADER; Tom 
Lamonte, MADEP; Duane LeVangie, MADEP; Jim MacBroom, Milone & MacBroom; Elizabeth McCann, 
MADEP; Jen Pedersen, Mass Water Works Association;  Todd Richards, MADFW; Peter Shelley, CLF;  
Marcia Sherman, MADEP; Margaret Van Duesen, Charles River Watershed Association; Jonathan Yeo, 
MADCR 
 
Discussion ground rules – 
Full participation is expected 
Ask clarifying questions first 
Make comments brief and neutral 
Explain the reasoning behind comments made 
 
Initial discussion of project goals - 
The meeting began with questions about the scope, goals and timing of the group’s charge to gather, review and 
present available science and technical information to the Advisory Committee and Agencies (EOEEA, DEP, 
DCR, DFG) in order to develop policy options concerning: 

• Long-term Safe Yield 
• Streamflow Criteria  
• Integrated Water Management (allocation, wastewater, imperviousness, dams, etc)   

 
Planned Project Framework  

• There is much varying opinion among group members on safe yield.   
• Traditional “safe yield” is a relatively straight forward concept about the ability to withdraw water.   
• The group’s charge is to bring environmental considerations into the determination.  Technical 

Subcommittee framework will present the “building blocks” needed in determination of sustainability, 
i.e.: streamflow criteria and environmental stressors, before the group begins discussion of determining 
safe yield.  

 
Discussion included: 

• Are stormwater/wastewater included in Integrated Water Management? 
o Committee will touch on those components, but not in great detail 

• Is the goal a methodology for determining safe yield?   
• Why is safe yield not discussed until May, and then only for one meeting?  
• Likewise, why are streamflow criteria scheduled for one meeting discussion? 

o MADEP is working under permit renewal deadlines and recommendations need to be timely 
and concise. 

• Why is safe yield defined here only in terms of streamflows and environmental concerns.  The 
discussion must include other concerns, i.e.: human consumption, health, recreation, etc., in order to 
deliver balanced policy options. 
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Committee members were asked to table their concerns and see how presentations/discussions develop at 
next two meetings. 
 

Three Presentations 
1.  USGS Presentation of the Sustainable Yield Estimator (SYE) 
Peter Weiskel presented the newly released USGS Sustainable Yield Estimator – 

• The SYE is a decision-support tool to assess water availability at ungaged stream locations in 
Massachusetts 

• To compute sustainable yield, the MA SYE tool estimates a daily time series of unregulated, daily mean 
streamflow for a 44-year period of record spanning October 1, 1960, through September 30, 2004.  

• A time series of unregulated daily streamflow is then created by transferring the timing of the daily 
streamflow at a reference streamgage to the ungaged site by equating exceedence probabilities of 
contemporaneous flow at the two locations. 

• The MA SYE tool provides an estimate of streamflow adjusted for current (2000–04) water withdrawals 
and discharges using a database of permitted groundwater and surface-water withdrawal and discharge 
volumes. 

 
o Technical Subcommittee members will have access to the program, there are still bugs to be worked 

out as of  1/19/10 
o SYE’s first use is in the Mass Indicators project,  it will also be used in the Fish Flow and Habitat 

studies 
 
Discussion included: 

• Why is the whole flow/duration curve used, since we are concerned primarily with low flows, and 
would using the lower tail have changed the selection of index gages? 

o Using lower 10% of the curve is probably not a good idea because: 
 then flashy (rock and till) watersheds would have been missed  
 some index gages in the north are flashy watersheds and could misrepresent SYE flows 

in basins of concern  
• Are beavers accounted for? 

o Wetlands is one variable for IDing index gages, beavers often correlate with wetlands 
o Warns this is a screening tool 

• Is data of withdrawals and discharges updated or static at 2004? 
o USGS has no plans to update, but if there is electronic reporting, users could update data on 

their own 
o SYE does NOT include private wells or septic systems, but Mass Water Indicators Study does 

 
2.  Mass Water Indicators Study 
Linda Hutchins of the DCR Office of Water Resources presented the Mass Water Indicators Study 

Study includes 4 out of 5 indicators of stress 
o Includes hydrology, water quality, biology and connectivity 
o Does NOT consider Geomorphology 

Study adds to SYE by including 
o Title V systems and private wells 
o Seasonal withdrawal curve to annual withdrawal values  
o Groundwater model of the Cape and Plymouth/Carver Aquifer 

Like the SYE, Mass Indicators does not incorporate 
o Flashiness due to impervious surface 
o Impacts of dams 
o Infiltration/Inflow 
o Lag time of groundwater withdrawals 
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o Interstate flows and coastal flows 
 
Discussion included: 

• Were withdrawal statistics annual or monthly? 
o Annual withdrawal values were disaggregated into monthly values based on a standard annual 

curve.  The 2000 to 2004 average withdrawal values were applied to all the years in the 
analysis.  

• Are the withdrawal curves based on water supply withdrawals or all withdrawals? 
o The curves are based on all groundwater withdrawals. 

 
3.  Fish Flow and Habitat Studies 
Todd Richards of the DFG Division of Fisheries and Wildlife presented ongoing work on fish flow and habitat 
needs.   

• Flow is only one factor affecting fish communities 
• Others that must be considered include  

o watershed size, gradient, geology,  
o water quantity and quality and  
o physical habitat (i.e.: human alterations) 

• Fish Flow and Habitat Study is being accelerated so preliminary results can be incorporated into the 
streamflow criteria and safe yield work of the Sustainable Water Management Initiative 

o Preliminary results are scheduled for presentation in May 2010 
 

Discussion included: 
• Is public water supply reservoir storage incorporated as a factor to be considered in the study? 

o Indictors are calibrated for each sample site, surface water storage is incorporated when dam 
impacts are considered at individual sites, public water supply reservoir storage per se is not 
identified 

• Habitat alterations at specific sample sites will be expressed as either positive or negative (e.g., some 
human alterations could have positive or negative impacts for certain fisheries) 

• Ideally each of the 1500 sample sites would be sampled multiple times   
o In the accelerated study for the Sustainable Water Management Initiative, sites will not be 

resampled 
 
Final Business and Next Meeting 

• Committee members are to send recommendations on additional research the group should review 
before the next meeting   

• The site for committee member to post and review documents and information should be up soon – 
apologies for technical difficulties 

• Agendas for the Technical Subcommittee meetings will be sent to the Sustainable Water Resources 
Advisory Committee 

 
Next meeting will be 
 Tuesday, February 9, 2010 from 10:00 to 1:00 
 MADEP, One Winter Street, Boston 
 2nd floor conference rooms A - C 


